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Ice, snow and cold can be the cause of extreme property damage while also putting human and animal 

lives at risk. Like the chaos that occurred from the snowstorm on December 17, 2020 and the snow 

accumulation from the last few days, being able to accurately predict winter storms can help to prepare 

us by making sure we have everything on hand that we could need during these extreme weather 

events. New York Extension Disaster Education Network (NY EDEN) is a part of the CCE system and a go-

to resource when it comes to any type of disaster. You many not immediately think of disaster 

education when considering the subjects that Cornell Cooperative Extension has expertise in, but across 

the state, CCE helps with programming on agrosecurity, families and pets, natural hazards (like snow 

storms), preparedness and more!   

As part of winter planning, we urge you to make a disaster plan – and do that before an emergency hits. 

Having an emergency contact that everyone is familiar with and knows how to reach is very important, 

possibly a family member, friend or neighbor. Also having a way to contact one another, especially if you 

have a farm, because you may need to communicate from building to building or fence line to fence line. 

One of the biggest concerns during these weather events, particularly heavy snow, is roof collapse. NY 

EDEN’S resources can help you make safer decisions both on the farm and at home.  

 

Some do’s and don’ts from the NY EDEN resource page! 

Do: Use a systematic, zone removal, approach to removing snow from your structure. Snow removal 

starts with the eave areas. In the case of a barn, remove snow from both sides as equally possible. As 

snow is removed from the roof, also be sure to remove the snow away from the barn sidewalls as deep 

snow piled against the walls may cause barn failure and ventilation challenges. Continue working 

towards the roof peak, removing snow in a systematic and balanced approach.   

Don’t: Remove snow unequally from a barn roof. Unbalanced loads can cause the unloaded side of a 

truss to lift, possibly compromising the connection at the post. Rather, work back and forth from side to 

side as you remove snow, or a crew on each side simultaneously if possible. Remove snow gradually 
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from the roof to the ground, starting with lower zones and working up to the peak. (For diagrams and 

further information please see: https://cpb-us-

e1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.cornell.edu/dist/9/8787/files/2019/07/Snow-Removal-Dos-and-Donts.pdf) 

More on NY EDEN:  This is a collaborative educational network based at Cornell University and is 

dedicated to educating New York (and Madison County!) residents about preventing, preparing for and 

recovering from emergencies and disasters. Using a collection of research-based guidelines and best 

practices from across the national Extension network, NY EDEN provides communication outreach on 

these critical and timely subjects through the NY EDEN website, eden.cce.cornell.edu, as well as through 

its social media channels. NY EDEN is affiliated with the national USDA Extension Disaster Education 

Network (EDEN) which is an organization of land-grant universities that, like Extension educators from 

across the United States and throughout various disciplines, enable them to develop and use resources 

to reduce the impact of disasters.  

If you would like more information, please contact us at our office: Cornell Cooperative Extension of 

Madison County, 100 Eaton Street, Morrisville, NY 13408 | 315.684.3001 | madison@cornell.edu or 

contact Ag Subject Educator Tess Southern at tas264@cornell.edu and (315)684-3001 ext. 101. 

 

CCE MC on: Facebook @ CCEMadison, Instagram @ CCEMadisonCounty, Website @ 

MadisonCountyCCE.org 

NY EDEN on: Facebook @ CCE.NY.EDEN, Twitter @ CCE_Disaster, Website @ eden.cce.cornell.edu 

 

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected 

Veterans, and Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 
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